This Article challenges the longstanding assumption that sports should be segregated by sex. Imposing sex segregation on sports is problematic for many reasons. Sex segregation reflects and reinforces a binary view of both sex and gender unsupported by science. It communicates that women are physically unable to compete against men, even though research indicates considerable variation among individual athletes and different sports, and further reveals that attributes other than sex are often more important determinants of athletic ability. It reinforces unfounded gender stereotypes that harm both women and men. And sex segregation uncritically prioritizes athletic activities involving strengths typically associated with male bodies, without requiring us to ask why we view these strengths as the most important in the first place.
INTRODUCTION
Most people agree that it's good for women to play sports. 1 We encourage girls and women to participate in sports, beginning before elementary school and continuing into old age. We believe it worthwhile for women to use their bodies in athletic endeavors to improve health, gain strength and coordination, experience camaraderie, and acquire the discipline necessary to improve at a physical activity. We value the opportunity to praise women for what their bodies can do rather than merely how their bodies look. And we celebrate the inspiring accomplishments of the most gifted women athletes.
But why is it that when women play sports they almost always do so separately from men? The default of sex segregation is a powerful and nearly ubiquitous one. From four-year-olds playing soccer to elite swimmers at the Olympics to senior citizens in a bowling tournament, the assumption is that women and men don't play with or against one another. What is the reason for this near-universal norm of sex segregation? Is it that women are physically, intellectually, or emotionally unable to compete against men? Would integrated competition be dangerous for women? Would it be unseemly? Would it be disruptive?
In this Article, I challenge the idea that women's 2 sports are an unqualified good. To be clear, there is no doubt in my mind that it is good for women to play sports. But automatically designating particular sports, teams, competitions, and athletic pursuits for women is less self-evidently good. Accepting a default of sex segregation in athletic endeavors harms both women and men. Such an assumption enforces stereotypes and misconceptions about the physical abilities of the sexes. And ultimately, it limits athletic opportunities for people of all sexes and genders.
Although sports function as both recreation and entertainment, the issue 1. When I use the term sports, I am referring specifically to organized sports with a nominally competitive dimension. At various times throughout the article I will refer more generally to athletic endeavors, which include both activities that we typically consider sports (elite soccer; club gymnastics) and other physical activities that for various reasons are not considered sports (hiking; limbo).
2. Throughout the Article I acknowledge a partially unresolved conflation of sex and gender, of the word "female" and the word "woman," and thus of biological categories and socially constructed ones. For the most part, when I talk about "women's sports," I am actually referring to "sports played by female athletes." But the conflation of sex and gender in the way people talk about sports and use the English language more generally make it debilitatingly awkward to use that phrasing throughout the Article. Although I recognize that it is an imperfect solution, I have generally chosen to treat "women athletes" and "female athletes" as coextensive for purposes of the paper, and to treat "women's sports" as synonymous with "sports played by female people," with deviations from this phrasing noted where appropriate. I also acknowledge that in some instances I elide the distinction between cis-and transwomen-an issue that also flows from the conflation of sex and gender throughout sports and that I address directly in Part II.A.
[VOL. 95:1251 of sex segregation in sports is neither frivolous nor trivial. Sports have been the site of some of our most potent civil rights battles, from the racial desegregation of baseball 3 to the trademark battle over the controversial name of Washington D.C.'s professional football team. 4 And athletes have initiated some of the most powerful and controversial protests against injustice; from the 200-meter medalists at the 1968 Mexico City Olympic games protesting racial inequality by raising their fists in a black power salute, 5 to Muhammed Ali's principled refusal to enlist in the Vietnam War, 6 to the recent decision of individual football players and other athletes to kneel for the national anthem as a protest of state violence against black people. 7 Sports are not a rarified realm far removed from the civil rights issues of our time. Rather, they both reflect and reinforce the concerns of equality and justice that permeate society as a whole.
Women athletes have long been part of such civil rights activism. When Kathrine Switzer tried to become the first woman to register for and finish the Boston Marathon, some men were so opposed to her participation that they attempted to physically remove her from the course. 8 Decades later, the Yale women's crew team stripped naked and confronted their athletic director to protest the lack of women's shower facilities at their training location-a deficiency that routinely forced them to wait on the coed bus, cold, wet, and tired, while the less successful men's team finished showering. 9 And, more recently, women's soccer stars grew tired of making less money than their less successful male counterparts and filed suit under Title VII. 10 Sports thus serve as a prominent battleground on which gender The issue of sex segregation in sports is particularly important today, when women's rights are at a crossroads. In many respects, women have achieved something approaching equality: girls surpass boys on some parts of the SAT, 11 more women than men now attend college and some professional schools, 12 women are increasingly well-represented in some sectors of the workforce, 13 and women have begun to serve in combat positions in the military.
14 Yet at the same time, self-titled men's rights activists and members of the so-called "manosphere" loudly trumpet women's inferiority. 15 Half of Americans believe that women should be legally required to change their surnames upon marriage because "women should prioritize their marriage and their family ahead of themselves." 16 Only 22 out of one hundred senators are women, as are 83 out of 435 representatives. 17 And our more than two century-long streak of male presidents remains unbroken.
The idea that women are weaker and less physically capable underlies some of the more virulent arguments that women simply are not equal to men. 18 And the presumed need for sex segregation in sports only reinforces 19 Others have focused on whether Title IX prohibits sex segregation with respect to specific sports. 20 One has argued that school sports should be entirely free of gender classification.
21 And a few situate sex segregation in sports within a problematic pattern of sex segregation in society more generally.
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Existing analysis is generally limited to particular sports or particular categories of athletes.
This Article provides an overarching structural critique of the sexsegregation norm in all sports at all levels. It interrogates why we believe certain sports to be more important than others. It also questions why we consider some activities sports and others not. This structural critique provides a foundation for a searching legal analysis that applies to all government-sponsored and government-supervised sports at every level of competition. To further that analysis, the Article imports recent scientific research and other empirical evidence about women's athletic capabilities. For privately sponsored and privately supervised sports, a substantially similar analysis should apply as a matter of good policy.
OF KINGS (June 6, 2013), http://www.returnofkings.com/7877/the-mens-rights-movement-is-no-placefor-men.
19 Ultimately, I conclude that many instances of sex segregation in government-sponsored sports do not survive true intermediate scrutinythe kind that courts apply to sex-and gender-based classifications in other contexts. Based on available evidence, some instances of sex-segregation in sports survive that standard, and others do not. I argue that each situation must be considered on its own merits, with attention to the nature and purpose of the sport, 23 the purpose or goals of a particular sporting environment, 24 the social advantages and disadvantages of sex segregation, and the best available biological and sociological evidence.
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This Article proceeds as follows. In Part I, I trace the history of women in sports and women's sports, including the laws and regulations that have governed women's participation in sports over time. In particular, I examine the norm of sex segregation in sports. In Part II, I question the sexsegregation norm, arguing that it wrongly treats sex and gender as binary, assumes without evidence that men and women cannot compete with or against one another, reinforces gender stereotypes harmful to both men and women, and blinds us to the biases built into what we consider "sports" in the first place. In Part III, I explain why defaulting to sex segregation in sports is often illegal and virtually always bad policy. I then propose an agenda for sex integration that will improve sports both for women and for everyone else.
I. WOMEN AND SPORTS
This Part briefly summarizes the history of women's participation in sports. It then surveys the current social and legal landscape for women who participate in athletic endeavors.
A. History
Prior to 1870, physical activities for women were recreational rather than 23 .
In this Article, I do not engage in a detailed analysis of the "purpose" of particular sports or sporting environments. Certainly that purpose should play a role in both legal and policy analysis, and I discuss the implications of this insight in Part III. But for the balance of the article, my fundamental assumption is that different sports, and sports competitions at different levels, have a range of purposesindeed, one sports environment may have many purposes. And, in some instances, sex segregation does nothing to further any relevant purpose and in many instances actively hinders it.
24.
Id.

25.
My argument is not that every permutation of government-sponsored sports should be judicially scrutinized, any more than every workplace, school, or government program should be judicially scrutinized for sex or gender inequality. As I will explain, we can extrapolate general principles that can be applied across various athletic contexts with a high degree of accuracy, with judicial review as a mechanism for deciding the right approach in close cases or as a backstop against abuse by individuals.
[VOL. 95:1251 competitive. Excessive physical activity was thought to be dangerous for women, particularly in association with menstruation. 26 In 1874, for instance, Edward Clarke, a professor at Harvard Medical School, stated that "both muscular and brain labor must be reduced at the onset of menstruation." 27 In the early 1900s, female physical education teachers were opposed to interscholastic basketball competition because they believed it put too much strain and stress on the girls while also potentially creating a public spectacle of women competing. 28 Opponents of women's participation in athletic endeavors offered a myriad of other physiological and psychological reasons that women could not participate. 29 Nonetheless, in the late 1800s and early 1900s, women began to form informal athletic clubs for sports such as tennis, croquet, and archery. Women's collegiate athletics also increased in the early 1900s, although they tended to deemphasize competition and did not gain widespread prominence. With the women's suffrage movement, culminating in the recognition of a constitutional right to vote in 1920, came renewed interest in athletic activities for women, but the struggles of the depression took precedence and gains for women were relatively minimal until the 1940s.
Beginning The language of Title IX itself is simple. "No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any educational program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." 45 The implementing regulations, however, made clear of the sweeping scope of the statute: it required equal opportunity to play sports at all levels at all educational institutions that receive public funding. 46 Equal opportunity is assessed using ten different factors, largely falling into the broader categories of expenditures, facilities, coaching and tutoring, scheduling, and publicity. 47 The regulations are not without limitations. They allow segregated teams so long as selection for the team is based on competitive ability or the sport in question is a contact sport. 48 When a particular sport has a team for one sex, members of the opposite sex must be allowed to try out. 49 Additionally, unequal aggregate expenditures for each sex does not necessarily constitute unequal opportunity, despite the factors enumerated above.
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With the passage of Title IX and its implementing regulations, the incremental progress of the previous decades increased exponentially. Since 1972, female participation in high school sports has increased over 900 percent. 51 The number of women collegiate athletes has increased from fewer than 30,000 in the 1971-1972 school year to over 193, As more girls and women have begun to participate in sports at all levels, educational institutions and other athletic associations have made choices, albeit not necessarily well-considered or even conscious ones, about the way that sex should affect the shape of athletic programs and competitions.
B. Today
Today female participation in organized sports at the high school is an all-time high. 59 The same is true at the college level. 60 The total number of collegiate female athletes participating in basketball, ice hockey, lacrosse, soccer, track, and volleyball were at all-time highs in the 2015-2016 school year. 61 At the professional level, the WNBA currently has 12 teams after launching with eight.
62
What these many different athletic pursuits have in common, however, is that they are generally undertaken in sex-segregated settings. Most sports are sex segregated at all levels of competition, though there are exceptions. 61.
Id.
62.
Supra note 53. 63.
Moreover, many sports are not sex segregated in their non-competitive forms, such as hiking, rock climbing, kayaking, mountain biking, and parkour.
[VOL. 95:1251 NASCAR 64 and Nacra 17 sailing. 65 Various forms of equestrian competition including dressage, jumping, and eventing are also integrated. 66 And some sports are structured so as to include both men and women, such as mixed curling, 67 mixed doubles tennis, 68 pairs figure skating, 69 luge, 70 and competitive cheerleading, 71 although in many of these sports the rules preserve presumptively distinct roles for men and women. In figure skating, for example, the official rules for international competition dictate that men must wear sleeves and women must wear skirts, and that the "man" must lift, hold, and throw the "lady." In 2014, the average WNBA salary was 75,000 dollars, and star player Diana Taurasi was paid more by a foreign league to sit out of the WNBA season than she would have received for playing that season. 76 And even when women's sports teams out-perform men's, women often receive less 64 .
Active But are women's sports really "less interesting" than men's sports? "Interesting" is, after all, a social construct. The next Part will consider the validity of sex segregation in sports, examining various arguments for this longstanding practice. , http://www.barstoolsports.com/boston/sports-illustrated-writer-says-womens-sports-arent-worthwatching-and-as-you-can-expect-his-opinion-has-been-very-well-received/.
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II. WOMEN'S SPORTS?
Why it is that when women play sports, they almost always play women's sports? This Part discusses four reasons that this default is unwarranted. First, sex-segregation in sports relies on a falsely binary conception of both sex and gender: this complex topic has garnered a great deal of critical examination on its own, so for present purposes I primarily flag the debate as deserving of greater study. Second, in many instances the assumption that men and women cannot compete against one another is either false or unproven. Third, and relatedly, in many instances the supposed necessity of women's sports is founded upon unjustified gender stereotypes, which constrain both women and men. And finally, the idea of women's sports uncritically incorporates a view of sports that prioritizes physical abilities at which men excel.
A. False Binaries
Most entities that sponsor or supervise sports display a reflexive and uncritical view of both sex and gender as binary. Researchers have long recognized that sex and gender are different: sex refers to biological categories; gender to socially constructed roles. 84 As I have previously observed, the terms are both misused and conflated in discussions of sports. 85 Still, sex and gender share an important similarity when it comes to sports: in both instances the categories are treated as both mutually exclusive and all-encompassing. That is, an athlete is either male or female, and either a man or a woman, but never both, and certainly not neither one.
Yet science clearly indicates that sex is not, in fact, a binary proposition. Typically, female sex is determined by two "X" chromosomes while male sex is determined by an "X" and a "Y" chromosome. 86 It is possible, however, to have three sex-determinative chromosomes. An "XXY" combination can result in "external male genitalia and poor physical development," or there may be some cells with the "XXY" combination and some with only "X" chromosomes. neatly categorized are not a majority, but they are not isolated examples. For example, researchers have found that out of every 1,000 babies, 1.7 are born with chromosomes that do not "match" their sexual organs. Biologist Anne Fausto-Sterling observes:
European and American culture is deeply devoted to the idea that there are only two sexes. But if the state and legal system has an interest in maintaining only two sexes, our collective biological bodies do not. While male and female stand on extreme ends of a biological continuum there are many other bodies . . . that evidently mix together anatomical components conventionally attributed to both males and females. 88 In short, scientists consider the binary view of sex a substantial oversimplification.
Yet despite this compelling scientific evidence, sports regulatory entities stubbornly adhere to a binary view of sex. This view is readily evident in the long and ongoing practice of so-called gender testing-an inaccuratelynamed practice because the purpose is actually to discern an individual's biological sex. Under a gender-testing regime, female athletes competing in international and Olympic sports have been forced to undergo an intrusive and evolving battery of tests to prove themselves female as a prerequisite for participation in female-only events. 89 So-called gender testing operates under the assumption that male and female are the only two forms of the human body, and that those forms may be "enforced and made visible to observers." 90 Moreover, gender testing places a disproportionate emphasis on sex as an advantage, when in fact there are all sorts of genetic variations, unlinked to sex, that can give one athlete an advantage over another, and that are neither tested nor policed. 91 For present purposes I do not explore the policing of sex and gender in any detail, as this complex topic deserves its own sustained focus and should be informed by a thorough grounding in biology and endocrinology. Here, my point is simply that neither sex nor gender is binary, and that this wellaccepted scientific principle further problematizes the designation of particular sports competitions as "women's" competitions.
Although gender verification testing has been performed for decades in [VOL. 95:1251 competitive sports and both intersex and transgender women have been subject to specific requirements to compete in women's sports, current scientific research shows that neither sex nor gender is binary. One important lesson to learn from intersex and transgender athletes is simply that neither sex nor gender falls into the clear categories that we once believed they did. This conclusion undermines the use of either sex or gender as the only way, the best way, or even a viable way of separating athletes into groups.
B. Unjustified Segregation
One oft-repeated justification for gender verification testing, as well as for sex segregation more generally, is that these practices are necessary to enforce a level playing field. Yet this view is inherently premised on the idea that males are "faster, stronger, and better" at athletics than females. 92 As a result, the same system that supposedly guarantees a space for women to compete simultaneously communicates women's "competitive inferiority." 93 This section will discuss the unproven assumption that women cannot compete against men in athletic activities. To be clear, my claim is not that women can or should compete against men in every athletic endeavor. I acknowledge at the outset that in some instances research indicates that women, on average, are less proficient at particular athletic activities than are men. 94 This set of activities, however, is not my focus here: rather, I wish to challenge the prevailing assumption that male athletes are better than female athletes at all athletic endeavors. Available evidence supports the claim that in some instances some female athletes perform as well or better than male athletes at particular endeavors, while in other instances the pervasive norm of segregation means that we haven't yet accumulated enough information to reach a conclusion. Britain from the northwestern part of France. 95 Ederle completed her swim in 14 hours and 31 minutes. 96 She encountered storms and heavy swellswhat one authority described as "horrendous conditions." 97 Indeed, she was forced to swim 35 miles to complete the 21 mile crossing. Yet her time was the fastest time yet recorded, surpassing the best time among the five men who had preceded her by more than two hours. 98 Her record remained unbroken until 1950. 99 By the time she set the English Channel record, Ederle held 18 world swimming records, won three medals in Paris at the 1924 Olympics, and had defeated fifty-one other swimmers in her first long-distance race between Manhattan Beach and Brighton Beach.
Integrated competition
100 She set seven world records when she made it to the Brighton Beach shoreline. 101 Ederle was also the first woman to swim the New York Bay and her time of 7 hours, 11 minutes broke the previous men's record by swimming from the New York Battery to Sandy Hook, New Jersey, a distance of 22 miles. 102 Her time remained unbroken for 81 years. 103 Ederle held 29 national and world amateur records from 1921 to 1925. 104 Research suggests that women have a physiological edge in distance swimming, particularly under extreme temperature conditions. A swimmer's body is supported by water, so "rather than being a problem, a higher percentage of body fat may enhance performance."
105 For example, a higher percentage of body fat may improve a swimmer's buoyance, 95 .
Gertrude Ederle Becomes First Woman to Swim English Channel, HISTORY, http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/gertrude-ederle-becomes-first-woman-to-swim-englishchannel (last visited Feb. 19, 2017 [VOL. 95:1251 thereby reducing drag in the water; likewise, higher body fat may better prevent loss of body heat in cold water. 106 Others suggest that female swimmers also may have anthropometric advantages: "despite arm length differences, females pulled deeper and narrower than males" with the result that they were "technically more efficient than males."
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These advantages are more pronounced in lengthy channel swimming contests, but evidence also suggests that women are competitive with men in somewhat shorter swimming events. In records for American distance swimming, women hold the current record in the 5, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 kilometer events.
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Women also compete with men in other sports. Rock climber Lynn Hill is five foot two and weighs only 110 pounds. 109 In her prime, she was one of the best rock climbers in the world. She is the first, and now one of only two people, to succeed in free climbing The Nose-a difficult route on El Capitan in Yosemite Valley, California-in a single day. 110 In 1979, she was the first woman to climb a route rated 5.12d; in 1991, she was the first woman to complete a route graded 5.13; and in 1992, she was the first woman to make an on-sight ascent of a route rated 5.13b.
111 She is also a five-time winner of the Rock Master Invitational competition and a threetime winner of the Bercy Masters.
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More recently, in 2017 a long distance runner named Courtney Dauwalter won the Moab 240 Mile Endurance Run-a grueling race in the Utah desert that took her 57 hours and 52 minutes to complete 113 -by more than ten hours over the nearest competitor, a man. 114 In the process, she surpassed every other competitor, both male and female. At least some scientists agree with her. In the past twenty years, some researchers have suggested that gender variation in running performance decreases as distance increases, especially in races longer than a marathon. This idea was based on differences in "fuel utilization, muscle damage following exercise, relative improvements in performance over past decades, and on the analysis of marathon versus ultra-marathon performances of men and women."
118 In order to test a hypothesis that the difference in male and female running performances decrease as race distance increases, researchers analyzed the best running speeds of female ultramarathon runners as compared to those of the best male runners. Their research revealed that men ran faster than women at distances from 5 to 42.2 kilometers, but not at 90 kilometers. This was found to support the hypothesis that women ultramarathon runners have greater fatigue resistance as compared to equally trained men. 119 Moreover, between 1983 and 2012, the sex difference in men and women Ironman Hawaii finishers decreased for both overall race time and running, although not for swimming and cycling. where, even as the sport is currently constructed, women could compete against men and sometimes win against them.
In other sports, gender seems entirely irrelevant. At the 1992 Olympics, female Shan Zhang of China was the gold medalist in the mixed-event skeet competition. She was the first woman to beat men in the history of the Olympics' shooting competition and, since that time, no mixed events have been held in an Olympic shooting competition, even though shooting seems particularly well-suited for sex-integrated competition. Objections to integration seem rooted in structural aspects of the sport rather than women's actual ability:
The fundamentals of executing a good shot work the same regardless of gender, size or age. The question of why females no longer compete with males or why we have differing number of shots in the same events comes up often when I explain our sport to new people. It does seem sexist, but the fact that we have separate events from males in the Olympics actually is a good thing since more females can compete this way. There can only be so many people on the shooting line at one time.
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One might reasonably query, however, why the limitation on the number of people on the shooting line necessarily translates to sex-segregation in shooting. Whatever else might be said of shooting, authorities suggest that gender is irrelevant to performance.
Similarly, authorities describe dogsled racing as "truly co-ed." 123 Men and women compete against one another in the Iditarod, a 1000-mile trek across Alaska, and in 1985, Libby Riddles was the first woman to win the Iditarod.
124 Susan Butcher, a leader for women in the sport, won the Iditarod four times and was the first to reach the summit of Mount McKinley, North America's highest mountain, with a dog team. Her Iditarod success brought attention to the race of an unprecedented level. 125 Although a woman has not won the race since 1990, in 2015, women made up nearly one third of the entries. 126 Typically, top-ten finishers in the Iditarod are often an even split between men and women. Researchers have noted that, historically, stakeholders have viewed as least appropriate for men and women to compete with and against one another.
128 Ironically, some contact sports in fact appear to be quite wellsuited for sex-integrated competition, if not better-suited than their noncontact analogs.
Fencing provides a prime example. Fencing is unlike sports such as short-distance running and weightlifting, which primarily-perhaps even exclusively-test speed and strength. In sports that are absolute or nearabsolute tests of speed and strength, testosterone provides a significant advantage, and men generally perform better at the elite levels of the sport. Speed and strength are not irrelevant to fencing, but to a much greater extent the sport rewards agility, accuracy, coordination, and strategy. Elite fencers often practice against members of the opposite sex, 129 and many agree that sex predicts almost nothing about fencing ability. Fencing is sex segregated, but the culture surrounding fencing both reflects and reinforces the idea that women and men are equally important within the sport. In college fencing, for example, participants in each of the three divisions-foil, epee, and sabre-compete in a round-robin format so that each fencer competes against every other fencer within the division. 130 Importantly, there is a single medal for the entire team, so that each fencer's performancewhether male or female-contributes equally to the team's overall score. This scoring structure reinforces the equal standing of men and women within the sport and incentivizes schools to invest both financial and other resources equally between men and women.
Likewise, women have demonstrated that-within a weight class-they can compete successfully against men. It has slowly become less unusual for girls to wrestle at the high school level. According to the NFHS High School Athletics Participation Survey, during the 2010-2011 school year, there was a 0.3 percent increase in the number of male wrestlers and a 19.8 percent increase in the number of female wrestlers. 131 Anecdotally, participants have observed several advantages women may have: much greater flexibility, making them difficult to pin; a lower center of gravity at the same weight class, meaning that they are more difficult to destabilize; and the ability to sprawl more easily.
132 Also anecdotally, both female and male wrestlers report a reasonable level of comfort with malefemale matches, despite occasional exceptions and residual sexism expressed through disproportionate horror at the idea of "losing to a girl." 133 Oddly, however, the growing interest in women's wrestling has been accompanied, in many instances, with support for the idea of women's wrestling as a separate sport. 134 Six states currently have female wrestling championships. 135 It's worth examining why-when women have shown they can compete with men in a sport-the increase in women's participation is immediately followed by efforts at sex-segregation. As one article notes rather uncritically: "A day may come when there can never be another Michaela Hutchison story in high school wrestling, as all-girls competitions are developed in every state." 136 Beyond fencing and wrestling, sports officials have often excluded women from integrated competition based on the belief that they need a "special level of protection in and from athletic arenas."
137 Some have expressed concern that women are more prone to injury, 138 while others argue that men have a size and strength advantage that are difficult for a woman to challenge in sports like football and basketball. 139 Some research indeed shows a higher incidence of injury among female athletes; the most 132. A sprawl is a maneuver designed to defeat a takedown by moving the legs backward so as to land on an opponent's back. Christopher VanLang, How Do High School Wrestlers Feel About Having to Wrestle a Girl?, QUORA (Dec. 8, 2016), https://www.quora.com/How-do-high-school-wrestlers-feelabout-having-to-wrestle-a-girl (Several current and former high school wrestlers have made similar comments to me. common explanations are that women have less muscle mass, more body fat, greater flexibility, less powerful muscles, and a wider pelvis (which alters alignment of the knees and ankles). 140 Female athletes also experience concussions at a higher rate than male athletes, with female high school soccer players experiencing concussions at twice the rate of their male counterparts.
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Even if women are somewhat more injury-prone, however, that tendency is not necessarily sufficient to support the idea that women should not play contact sports in which the risks are substantial for both men and women. Take football. Researchers increasingly agree that playing high school football comes with the risk of permanent brain damage, particularly for those who sustain multiple concussions. There are well-documented instances of brain injury, spinal impairment, and other serious injuries throughout high school, college, and professional football. At its extreme, football has resulted in injuries causing permanent paralysis and even death.
142 If this risk of serious injury does not mean that men should not play football, it is difficult to argue that a concern for women's safety would justify completely excluding them from contact sports.
Whatever others may think, women athletes do not seem particularly concerned about their own safety, even within the realm of contact sports. Despite daunting odds, many have attempted to find a way onto men's sports teams. Susan Sangree describes her experience trying out for her high school's hockey team in 1975. 143 She was certainly good enough to play, as evidenced by the fact that the coach allowed her to practice with the boys until she removed her helmet and he saw her ponytail and realized that she was a girl. 144 But due to her gender she was not only disqualified, but also subjected to harassment by her classmates as punishment for the very act of 140 [VOL. 95:1251 trying out. 145 In the years since Sangree was excluded from her team, high school hockey has evolved: there are now girls' teams in a number of states, so girls have the opportunity to play hockey, albeit not against boys.
Likewise, a number of women have played both high school and college football. The first woman to play on a boys' high school varsity team was Theresa Dion, who in 1972 played as a placekicker for her high school team in Florida. Since then, women have played at a variety of positions in both high school and collegiate competition. In 2000, Samantha Grisafe played quarterback in a varsity Division I game, and Erin DiMeglio, a senior in 2012, is believed to be the first girl to play quarterback in a high school football game in Florida. 146 In 2013, Reilly Fox of Fort Worth, Texas was the first girl to play varsity football at her high school and the district's first female player in fifteen years. 147 In 2016, according to the National Federation of State High School Associations, there were 1,964 girls playing high school football, more than double the number of seven years ago. 148 And women have also played college football, often although by no means exclusively-as kickers. 149 Perhaps not as many women have the physical ability to play football as men, 150 but given the number of women who have already successfully participated at football at the high school and college level, there does not seem to be any absolute rule that no women can play football, or that men and women cannot play against one another. 
Segregated competition
Murph
. 152 The event consisted of a one-mile run, 100 pullups, 200 pushups, 300 squats, and another one-mile run. 153 The men completed the event wearing a 20-pound weight vest; the women, a vest weighing 14 pounds.
The winner of the men's event was Björgvin Karl Gudmundsson, with a time of 38:36. 154 In the women's division, Samantha Briggs completed the event in 39:10. 155 Her time would have been good enough for second place in the men's division. One might argue that Briggs's time was achieved with a lighter vest. While this is true, the women's race was also run later in the day, when the temperature was several degrees higher-indeed, multiple women were treated for heat-related injuries after the event.
156 One might also query whether six pounds would make much difference for an athlete of Briggs's caliber. And Briggs's success in Murph was echoed by the achievements of other female athletes in other events at the 2015 CrossFit Games.
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At the 2016 CrossFit Games the following year, the first event was a seven-kilometer trail run. The forty male and forty female competitors raced CROSSFIT, INC., https://www.crossfit.com/what-is-crossfit (last visited Feb. 19, 2017). More specifically, a CrossFit workout consists of "constantly varied functional movements performed at relatively high intensity." Id. The CrossFit website explains: "CrossFit workouts are based on functional movements, and these movements reflect the best aspects of gymnastics, weightlifting, running, rowing and more." Id. There is no "typical" CrossFit workout, but many workouts consist of a variety of movements performed for time or a variety of movements performed for a specified length of time in which the goal is to accumulate as many total repetitions as possible. Id.
The CrossFit Games are an annual event that takes place after a worldwide qualifying event followed by a regional event to further narrow the number of competitors. words/open-letter-to-crossfit-hq. Elite athlete Kara Webb was removed from the arena on a stretcher, two-time CrossFit Games champion Annie Thorisdottir described symptoms of heat stroke and later withdrew from the competition, and another competitor, Maddy Myers, also withdrew citing concerns of rhabdomyolsyis. Id.
157. For example, in the 2015 CrossFit Games, athletes completed an event called Pier Paddle, consisting of a half mile swim, a two-mile paddle board, and another half-mile swim. Men and women did not compete directly against one another during the event, but of the top ten fastest times, five were registered by women, who also logged the third and fourth fastest times overall. 2015 Pier Paddle Leaderboard, CROSSFIT, INC., https://games.crossfit.com/legacy-leaderboard?competition=1&year= 2015 (select "Games" tab; under "Sort" select "Pier Paddle"; under "Division" select "Individual Men" or "Individual Women") (last visited Feb. 19, 2017).
[VOL. 95:1251 on the same course at the same time, but games director, Dave Castro, casually directed the women to line up a few feet behind the men. Although he did not offer an explanation, he commented: "you're not competing against each other, so it doesn't matter."
158 Despite having to start physically behind the men and fight her way past them on a narrow and dusty trail, Briggs still finished with the third-fastest time overall, meaning that she ran faster than thirty-eight out of forty men despite her starting handicap. 159 Moreover, while the men tended to run faster than the women, the second place woman, Kristin Holte, would have finished ninth among the men, and the third place woman, Kristi Eramo, would have finished fourteenthhardly a bottom of the pack finish in either case, particularly when we bear in mind that, like Briggs, both women were subject to the starting line penalty. 160 Our inability to compare the performances of Briggs, Holte, and Eramo directly with the performances of the male CrossFit Games competitors reveals the way that "women's sports" become a self-perpetuating phenomenon. If we start with the assumption that women cannot perform at the same level as men-that they need shorter races or fewer sets or lighter weight vests, or that they will be slower anyway so they should start behind the men-then by necessity women need separate divisions, competitions, and events. And once we have established these sex-segregated events, there is no opportunity for women to prove that they could compete with men. We don't know how quickly Briggs would have completed Murph with a heavier vest in cooler conditions because she wasn't given the opportunity to demonstrate her ability. We don't know how Briggs, Holte, and Eramo would have placed in the trail run had they been allowed to toe the starting line with the men.
CrossFit is far from the only sport in which men and women compete separately even though they are performing essentially the same sport. The list of sports with identical sex-segregated events is a long one, including skiing, snowboarding, swimming, many track and field events, golf, volleyball (both regular and beach), speed skating, and surfing. While men and women may or may not be similarly skilled at these various events, the important point is that in many instances we won't really know whether they are unless we give men and women the opportunity to compete directly with one another. In particular, sex segregation filters out the intangible effect of head-tohead competition. During Murph at the 2015 CrossFit Games, Gudmundsson, the winner of the men's division-who was also the only athlete to complete the event with a faster time than Briggs-completed the event only 34 seconds more quickly. Briggs was so far ahead of her nearest competitor that she was alone for her second one-mile run and alone on the field when she crossed the finish line. What if she had been chasing Gudmundsson? What if Gudmundsson had been chasing her? Would she have been motivated to move a little faster? Again, sex segregation in sports means that we cannot know. Assumptions of women's athletic inferiority thus remain both unproven and unchallenged.
C. Gender Stereotyping
Sex segregation in sports facilitates gender stereotyping. Indeed, the very existence of different divisions suggests that men's and women's sports are fundamentally different. Moreover, separate divisions facilitate each division taking on a separate character. And finally, if men and women compete in different divisions, then the divisions can have different rules, which often communicate stereotypes about gender.
Many rules communicate that women are physically and psychologically weaker than men. In tennis, for example, men play for best out of five sets, while women play for best out of three. The rule communicates that women are not able to play to five sets, and has been used to argue that women should be paid less for victories at most major tournaments than men. 161 Aside from the rather dubious assumption that world-class female tennis players cannot play to five-sets played (does anyone really think that Serena Williams lacks the strength, endurance, or mental fortitude to play a fiveset match?) the rule also suffers from a lack of consistency. Many women's three-set matches involve longer playing time and more points than many five-set matches by men. And male tennis players are not viewed as athletically inferior if they dominate an opponent and complete a match in three sets instead of five. If women must be protected from the hardship of playing to five sets, then why are those same women playing three set matches that last longer? The rule disparity subtly communicates that women are weaker, inferior athletes, and is made possible by the sex segregation of tennis. Other rules communicate that women's athleticism should emphasize stereotypically feminine qualities. Artistic gymnastics, for instance, evaluates both men and women on acrobatic ability, but also evaluates women on elegance and grace, while emphasizing strength and power for men. Both men and women perform a floor routine on a 39-by 39-foot mat. But after that there are major differences. Women's floor routines last up to 90 seconds, are performed to music of the gymnast's choice, contain acrobatic elements as well as several required dance elements, and are scored on factors including "artistry." Men's floor routines are only 70 seconds long, are not performed to music, are composed of "mostly acrobatic elements, combined with other gymnastic elements of strength and balance, flexibility, and handstands," and include no dance elements or artistry component to the scoring.
Indeed, even the difference in gymnastics attire requirements is telling. Women must compete in leotards, whose appearance itself is heavily regulated, as is the styling of their hair, the type of jewelry they may wear, and their overall appearance. Men wear long pants and tank tops. These requirements communicate that there is a correct way for men and women to look while engaging in an athletic endeavor that is functionally the same. Were men and women to compete directly against one another in gymnastics, these distinctions would be much more difficult to justify and enforce.
Gender stereotypes communicated through sports segregation are harmful to women. When the segregation occurs alongside rules that imply that women lack strength, stamina, coordination, or some other athletic ability, it reinforces notions of women's physical inferiority. 163 Moreover, in a society already hyperfocused on women's appearance, rules mandating or encouraging short skirts, tight leotards, highly styled hair, and heavy makeup reinforce the idea that even women whose bodies are highly trained to perform extraordinary feats must also present themselves for the visual consumption of the audience. Such rules undermine one important justification for women's sports in the first instance: to communicate that women should be valued for the things that they can do, not only for the way that they look. 164 different rules and standards from softball (usually deemed a women's sport).
163. See also Part II.B, supra. 164. This issue is particularly critical given the existence of publications such as the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition, which present women-but not men-in sexually provocative poses. The women featured in the Swimsuit Edition are often mainstream models, whose bodies are not particularly athletic. Tom Jacobs, Sports Magazine Covers Sexualize Female Athletes, PACIFIC STANDARD (August 25, 2017), https://psmag.com/social-justice/sports-magazine-covers-sexualize-female-athletes. Occasionally the Swimsuit Edition also features athletes-for example, the 2017 issue featured Olympic gymnasts Simone Biles and Aly Raisman-yet the featured athletes are often posed provocatively in Just as importantly, gender stereotypes communicated through sex segregation in sports are harmful to men. Even Olympic athletes report bullying and shaming for participation in sports that are perceived as feminine. Johnny Weir, an openly gay Olympic figure skater, explains: "Even if you're a figure skater and you're not gay, you're called gay all the time or you're made fun of for being a figure skater."
165 John Orozco, an Olympic gymnast, recalls peers who taunted him for participating in a supposedly feminine sport: "They just didn't understand everything that went into gymnastics. All the work, all the hours, all the blood, sweat and tears." 166 And if Olympic athletes are stung by taunts from peers, such criticism can be devastating for younger and less prominent athletes. Twelve-year-old Ronin Shimizu loved being on his school's cheerleading team, but was bullied mercilessly for it, tragically culminating in his suicide at age fourteen. 167 Likewise, fifteen-year-old Jamie Hubley was grievously harassed for his participation in figure skating, including an incident in which bullies attempted to shove batteries down his throat on a school bus; like Shimizu, Hubley eventually took his own life. 168 Bullying and harassment of young men who exhibit qualities viewed as feminine, including participation in stereotypically female sports, is a pervasive and troubling phenomenon. Research thoroughly documents its severe consequences, including social isolation, depression and other mental illnesses, academic underperformance, and physical self-harming. 169 In particular, researchers have found that "as early as grade one, stereotypes concerning the gender-appropriateness of athletics influence perceptions of and participation in athletic activities." 170 One takeaway, then, is that sex [VOL. 95:1251 segregation in sports-and the reification of gender stereotypes that comes with it-is a catalyst for bullying and other negative behavior towards boys as well as girls.
D. Sports Essentialism
Sex segregation in sports also prevents us from looking more deeply at what activities we consider sports and why. Men invented most sports, and they did so at a time when the idea of women engaging in physical activity would have been viewed as a joke. 171 It is unsurprising, therefore, that the sports men invented often showcase physical endeavors for which men's bodies tend to be better suited. As a result, the activities we consider sports emphasize physical abilities such as strength, speed, and power. Sports that showcase flexibility, agility, and balance-areas in which women tend to excel-are less common, and those that exist receive less attention.
One example is rhythmic gymnastics, an Olympic event in which currently only women compete.
172 Gymnasts perform, accompanied by music, on a floor mat with a ball, hoop, ribbon, or clubs. 173 The first international rhythmic gymnastics event took place in 1964, and Olympic medals have been awarded for the sport since 1984.
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Rhythmic gymnastics is enormously difficult, requiring exceptional flexibility and coordination as well as artistry and grace. Top rhythmic gymnasts train for eight to ten hours per day. For even the most cursory observer of rhythmic gymnastics, it would be difficult to argue that the endeavor requires any less athletic ability than throwing a football or hitting a baseball. 175 Yet rhythmic gymnastics receives almost no attention in comparison to sports such as football and baseball that are dominated by men. Top rhythmic gymnasts don't receive seven-figure endorsement deals or attract legions of fans. Part of the reason is that sports such as rhythmic gymnastics rely on abilities at which men, in the aggregate, are often not as proficient as women; it is unsurprising, then, that the sports men have created do not emphasize those abilities. 176 We might push the question further and ask why there are so few sports focusing primarily or exclusively on physical domains where women tend to perform better than men. Consider limbo. Shamika Charles, who holds the world record for limbo-she has limboed under a bar 8.5 inches from the ground-trains six hours per day and demonstrates flexibility that the vast majority of people cannot imagine. 177 Yet few people would describe limbo as a sport, or Charles as an athlete, even though the physical activity of limbo is demanding and her ability is extraordinary. Why is it that high jump is unquestioned as a sport, yet limbo is not only not a sport, but the mere suggestion that perhaps it should be considered a sport inevitably prompts derision? 178 We also see in real time that the creation of sports is not sex-neutral through the design of physical contests such as American Ninja Warrior (ANW). ANW is a competition in which athletes attempt to complete an obstacle course within a designated time limit. 179 The obstacles are challenging: they might involve swinging from a trapeze to a net, running across a spinning log, or scaling a thirty-foot chute. 180 Historically, men have been more successful at ANW: there has never been a female champion, and far more men than women qualify for the finals of the competition each year. Kacy Catanzaro-a five foot tall former collegiate gymnast-garnered attention in 2014 when she became the first woman to qualify for the finals. 181 Her fans had high hopes for her the following year, but she failed to qualify for the finals due to an obstacle that involved leaping and bracing herself between two walls that were five feet apart-a nearly impossible feat given her small stature. 178. I have witnessed this firsthand. I have also, however, witnessed people change their minds about the sport-ness of limbo when they realize they cannot articulate a compelling explanation for why it is not a sport.
179 [VOL. 95:1251 Some critics argued that Catanzaro's failure to qualify cements ANW as yet another sport at which men are better than women. But perhaps a better question might be why ANW obstacles are designed for men's bodies rather than women's. There is not, for example, an obstacle that involves crawling quickly through a very small chute-although this is a task that we might well expect an actual ninja to have to complete-and if the obstacle on which Catanzaro failed involved leaping between two very narrow walls, we might expect that her physique would give her an advantage over men because she is smaller. The fact that men tend to do better than women at ANW, then, is not really a simple reflection of pure athleticism as some might have us believe. Rather, the outcome is predetermined by the design of the sport itself.
Some might argue that we consider activities "sports"-or that some sports are more important sports-because they better showcase "athleticism" and are therefore more appealing to audiences. Yet several arguments belie this claim. First, sports are not universal in their cultural appeal. Much of the world finds soccer fascinating in a way that leaves Americans puzzled. Likewise, our views about particular sports are not stable over time. Football has undergone countless rule changes since its inception in 1869, and athletic competitions such as snowboarding or CrossFit demonstrate how new sports can become wildly popular in a short period of time. And finally, the notion that some sports are "better" than others at showcasing athleticism is itself questionable. Is football a better test of athletic ability than gymnastics? Anyone who is familiar with the endless hours of dedicated practice and the immense level of strength and skill required by each sport would disagree. Neither sport is clearly more athletic than the other-the two sports are simply very different. They require different skills and abilities. Any perception that one sport is "more important" or "more athletic" than the other reflects a deeply held yet undeniably socially constructed view of what sports actually are.
Surely there is an interesting conversation to be had about whether there are certain characteristics of the most popular men's sports that might make other sports, intentionally designed to reflect women's strengths, equally popular. That is, perhaps there is something inherently appealing to humans about the sports most popular today, such as football, basketball, and baseball. Is it the team dynamic? The complex set of rules allowing for a range of outcomes? The direct competition, rather than comparison of serial efforts? But nothing about this conversation requires any sort of reliance on the status quo. That is, to the extent that certain sports are deemed more important or better measures of athleticism, much of that determination results from our current preconceptions about sports, rather than the reverse.
III. AGAINST WOMEN'S SPORTS
This Part argues that the sports women play need not always be women's sports. In some instances, there is no reason why women and men should not play sports together. In other instances, we should not assume that men and women cannot play sports together because we lack sufficient information to do so: some sports may require more research and experience to determine whether sex-integrated competition is appropriate, while other sports may well require less than complete integration, but along lines other than gender. There may be some situations where sex-segregation is the most appropriate way of creating opportunities for both men and women to participate in sports. And perhaps there are also situations in which voluntary sex-segregation is appropriate.
183 But the naked assumption that sex-segregation is the proper course of action lacks sufficient justification.
I argue that the default should be one of integration, with the burden on the organization overseeing a particular sport or competition to demonstrate that the activity in question should instead be segregated along lines of sex or gender. Sports in which testosterone provides an advantage, primarily sports that measure speed and strength in a relatively pure form, are likely reasonable candidates for sex segregation at the highest levels. Sports that measure other characteristics-coordination, accuracy, agility, flexibility, and strategy-are less compelling cases for segregation. Moreover, not only the nature of the sport but also the nature of the competition should be taken into consideration. There may be a reason to segregate Olympic level swimming not present in middle school club swim teams, or even in college athletics.
Finally, from a legal perspective, if the regulatory entity is governmental, then relevant constitutional provisions and federal laws, including the Equal Protection Clause and Title IX, already reflect this obligation. And even when the regulatory entity is private, a test analogous to intermediate scrutiny should be required to justify sex segregation as a matter of policy.
A. Women's Sports in Court
In this section I will explain how courts have interpreted both the Equal Protection Clause and Title IX. Although the jurisprudence in this area is 183. In this way, my proposal does not go as far as that of another commentator who has argued for the end of sex segregation in school sports. B. Glenn George argues that we should end sex segregation in sports and require all teams to be half male and half female participants. My concern is that such an approach would unconstitutionally mandate a quota system and would impose an unnecessarily rigid requirement on the way that sports are played. [VOL. 95:1251 inconsistent, the most logical extension of existing precedent would prohibit a default of sex segregation in sports. 184 Moreover, the norms captured by both constitutional and statutory provisions counsel against a default of sex segregation as a matter of policy, even when sex segregation is not forbidden by existing laws.
The Equal Protection Clause provides an overarching presumption against governmental discrimination on the basis of sex. Classifications on the basis of sex have been struck down in a wide variety of settings: in determining who can inherit money; 185 in determining which spouse receives financial support following a divorce; 186 in determining who can attend a school 187 ; in determining who is eligible for a job and what they can be paid. 188 In particular, the Equal Protection Clause has been held to mean that segregation on the basis of sex is unlawful in a number of settings. 189 Of course, not all sex-based classifications by the government are unconstitutional. The Supreme Court has applied only intermediate scrutiny to sex-based classifications, in which the government must show that a particular sex-based classification is substantially related to an important governmental interest. This standard is less demanding than the strict scrutiny applied to classifications on the basis of such characteristics as race and religion-and analysis that requires a compelling governmental interest and a regulation narrowly tailored to further it. 190 Courts have reached an inconsistent pattern of holdings regarding sexsegregated sports. Some have held that sex segregation presents no problem under the Equal Protection Clause. In O'Connor v. Board of Education, for example, the Supreme Court ruled against a sixth grade girl who wanted to try out for the boys basketball team, holding that it was permissible for a school board to use sex as one criterion for eligibility for athletic programs. 191 The same was often true for men who wanted to play sports only offered to women, although the reasoning was different: in 1982, the Ninth Circuit held that a school that did not offer men's volleyball did not have to allow men to play on the women's team because the men would have an "undue physical advantage."
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Others have disagreed, holding that sex-segregation fails the requirements set forth in the Equal Protection Clause. As early as the 1970s, some judges were willing to recognize that sex-segregation did not survive a standard of review resembling rational basis, 193 and after intermediate scrutiny became the standard for gender classification, such classifications were struck down more assertively. 194 In recent years, women have tended to win in their efforts to play on men's teams-as long as there is no women's team on which they can compete. 195 Likewise, courts generally find an Equal Protection violation when women's sports are treated differently and worse, or when different rules are imposed on women's sports for no reason. 196 As a complement to the Equal Protection clause, Title IX prohibits certain forms of gender inequality in sports regardless of whether those instances of inequality would also be Equal Protection violations. In some instances, courts have held that Title IX mandates inclusion of women on men's teams. 197 For example, a number of plaintiffs have won suits alleging gender disparity in scheduling and other benefits and opportunities.
[VOL. 95:1251 sports that they play. 199 While progress from women's complete exclusion from high school and college sports has been neither direct nor swift, we have reached a point where both the Equal Protection Clause and Title IX provide potentially potent remedies against sex segregation in sports.
Existing jurisprudence leads us to two primary questions. The first question is whether a woman who wishes to play on the men's team instead of the women's team is legally entitled to do so. That is, should Katie Ledecky be able to try out for the U.S. men's swimming team if she wants? The second, more important question is whether maintaining separate men's and women's teams is constitutional in the first place, given that-like other forms of sex-segregation-separate teams would need to be justified by an important state interest. That is, are there any reasons important enough to justify sex-segregated wrestling teams, when it is clear that women can compete with men and sometimes defeat them? In the next section, I explain why we should answer the first question in the affirmative, and that we should sometimes answer the second question in the affirmative as well.
B. A Better Playing Field
Our default for sports should be one of sex integration, not sex segregation. If some division is necessary to promote the purpose of the sport, wherever possible we should strive to use facially sex-and genderneutral criteria for such divisions-criteria such as height, weight, muscle mass, anthropometric specifications, hormone levels, and so on-rather than adopting sex or gender as a crude proxy for such differences. There may well be situations when there should be separate divisions, competitions, or events for men and women. 200 But in other contexts we have determined that "separate but equal" is, in reality, rarely equal. 201 So we should treat sex-segregated divisions skeptically and inquire rigorously into their intended purpose, rather than treat them as an unquestioned default.
Broadly should voluntarily adopt a standard analogous to intermediate scrutiny to determine whether the sport indeed justifies sex segregation. This analysis offers answers to the two questions I posed in the previous section. First, we should allow female athletes to compete on men's teams as long as they can meet the applicable standards. So, if Katie Ledecky demonstrates that she can swim at the same level as men-as she did in the 1500 meter freestyle for the 2016 men's Olympic Trials 202 -she should be able to compete against men if she wishes. There is no reason-let alone an important reason-to prevent her from doing so: the point is to find the fastest swimmers in the fastest division, and if both men and women fall into that category they should be allowed to compete against one another.
The more important and controversial question is whether sexsegregated sports should exist at all. Here, the answer should depend on the purpose of the sport, the level of competition, and the reasons for segregation and integration. If sex segregation is necessary because women simply cannot compete with men, or if there are demonstrated safety concerns with integrated competition, segregation may be justified. It seems likely that some sports will meet this standard. As I have discussed throughout this Article, however, many sports where the current default is segregation may not meet the standard. Moreover, even if different divisions are necessary as a sufficiently important interest to further the purpose of the sport, intermediate scrutiny requires that government regulation be closely tailored. Thus, before the government can use sex or gender as a category, it must demonstrate that other metrics-height, weight, and so on-would not work as well or better.
Importantly, the intermediate scrutiny standard and its functional equivalents allow for voluntary sex-segregation in some circumstances. Dana Robinson, for instance, has examined whether women want sexsegregated sports. 203 Generally speaking, the answer seems to be that some women do and some don't. Indeed, some commentators have argued that voluntary sex-segregation, against a default background regime of integration, actually signifies a more evolved attitude towards sportspeople can play sports limited to those of their own gender, but they don't have to do so. 204 It is worth asking whether those women who prefer sexsegregated sports in domains where no physical reason requires sex-[VOL. 95:1251 segregation prefer segregation simply because it is traditional, and traditions die hard. If the default costume for female gymnasts is a sparkly leotard and for male gymnasts a plain tunic and white pants, people may resist changes to that attire even when there is literally no reason for the default. But the important point is that the intermediate scrutiny standard surely does not require immediate and involuntary sex desegregation of every sport, regardless of the wishes of those involved.
With those caveats in mind, this relatively brief section is not intended to answer definitively whether each sport should be sex-segregated. Rather, I map an agenda for sex-desegregating sports by articulating four categories of sports that are currently sex-segregated and that, I believe, generally should not be, either as a matter of law or as a matter of good policy. These realms of athletic endeavor provide a useful starting point for challenging the norms of sex-segregation that permeate sports more generally.
First, consider subjectively judged sports in which men and women are rewarded for performing essentially the same skills, yet compete in separate events. Two prime examples are artistic gymnastics and figure skating.
With respect to artistic gymnastics, one obstacle to integration is that men and women compete on different events and are scored according to slightly different criteria. 205 But there is no immediately obvious reason that a boy or man should be disqualified from competing in the events now considered women's, or vice versa. Perhaps a boy prefers to compete on balance beam, which is not currently one of the events prescribed for males, or a girl wishes to compete on pommel horse, which is not currently one of the female events. It is difficult to justify why this should not be allowed, and under the existing case law, a court should uphold a challenge by either a boy or a girl to compete in the division and on the events that he or she prefers rather than limiting them to the activities artificially assigned to their gender.
More radically, we could consider a change to the sport of gymnastics itself in which there is only one division comprising eight events-floor, vault, beam, parallel bars, uneven parallel bars, high bar, pommel horse, and rings 206 -and in which both men and women compete. It is not clear whether men or women would have an advantage in the all-around competition. Conventional wisdom about physiology suggests that perhaps in the aggregate women-due to smaller size and lower center of gravitymight have an advantage on the balance beam, while perhaps in the aggregate men-due to greater natural upper body strength-might have an advantage on the rings. But the point of gymnastics is that-at least in the 205. See supra Part II.B. 206. As previously noted, men currently compete on six events and women compete on four, but two are the same: floor exercise and vault.
all-around competition-the question is how well the athlete performs across several events, not only one. Were men and women to compete against one another in the eight-event competition I have described, we might well find that neither sex has an inherent advantage over the other.
Moreover, gymnastics is judged subjectively, and includes assessment of traits such as grace, agility, and flexibility. No evidence of which I know suggests that either gender would have an absolute advantage on these metrics-women tend to surpass men on measures of agility and flexibility, but this generalization is not universal. Potentially accompanying these changes to the sport would be a dismantling of the rules enforcing gender norms-for example, the rule that men wear tank tops and plain white tights, while women wear elaborate sequined costumes. Perhaps the new rules would encompass some sort of unisex attire for everyone; alternatively, and perhaps better yet, both men and women could wear whatever they like, whether it be sequins or plain tights or something else.
A similar sex-desegregation scenario could occur in figure skating. Men tend to be more proficient at jumps, while women tend to be more proficient at spins and movements requiring flexibility. Of course, this is a considerable generalization-there have been extremely strong women skaters and very graceful men. 207 One can imagine an integrated sport of figure skating in which men and women perform routines encompassing various strengths and skills-some associated with each sex-and the judging takes into account this array of athletic accomplishment.
Other sports such as rhythmic gymnastics and synchronized swimming would also be candidates for desegregation under this reasoning. Many boys and men might enjoy these sports, and there is no physiological reason that men should be excluded from participation. As discussed previously, 208 gender stereotypes are harmful to men as well as to women, and should concern us for many of the same reasons. Desegregating sports that reify such gender stereotypes is vital to achieving real gender equality.
Second, consider sports where available empirical evidence suggests that women and men may be able to compete against each other with no change to the existing rules. I would place in this category sports including wrestling, CrossFit, shooting, long distance swimming, obstacle court races, and many ultra events. 209 When women wish to compete in sports where currently only a men's league exists, they should be able to do so; where [VOL. 95:1251 men wish to compete in sports where currently only a women's league exists, they should likewise be able to do so.
Perhaps more importantly, where both men's and women's leagues exist, but are separate, those involved in oversight of the sport should ask whether an important or substantial interest justifies the separation, and whether sex segregation in fact serves that interest. Where the oversight body is a governmental entity, and no substantial interest justifies sex-segregation, the governmental entity must desegregate under law. If it refuses, advocates of gender equality in athletics should file suit.
Where the oversight body is not a governmental entity, the Equal Protection Clause will not require the desegregation of the sexes. Still, as a matter of policy, stakeholders should advocate for such desegregation.
With time and experience, we may learn that gender segregation is in fact the best way to further the purpose of the sport. 210 If so, then this additional empirical evidence will justify a resegregation along gender lines. But without actually attempting an integrated version of the sport, the empirical questions relevant to determining whether men and women can compete against one another will remain unanswered.
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Third, where it appears that some sort of division best serves the purpose of the sport, we should still question whether the basis of that division should be gender. Consider swimming, for example. It's true that swimmer Katie Ledecky's impressive world-record-setting performance in the women's 800 meter freestyle at the 2016 Summer Olympics was still nowhere near the best in the world when men's times are includedalthough it is worth noting that direct comparison is impossible because men do not swim the 800 meter freestyle at the Olympics. 212 Some might argue that examples such as this demonstrate why women and men cannot compete against one another.
But even if multiple divisions make sense as a means of improving the sport from the perspective of both athletes and spectators, we should still question why sex is the dividing line. As an alternative we might have height divisions, weight divisions, or perhaps divisions created by some combination of the two.
A perfunctory examination of the physiology of well-known swimmers offers some support for the idea that such classifications might actually provide a better way of creating divisions. Ledecky is 6'0" tall and weighs 210. As noted previously, the need for sex-segregation may vary depending on the purpose of the sport, and in this Article I do not take up the task of articulating a way of defining the purpose of the sport. 154 pounds. Compare her size to recognized swimmers such as Michael Phelps (6'4", 194 pounds), Ryan Murphy (6'3", 185 pounds) and Ryan Lochte (6'2, 194 pounds). Moreover, Ledecky is relatively tall for a female swimmer. Other accomplished female swimmers tend to be somewhat smaller: Jazmin Carlin, a two-time runner-up to Ledecky, is only 5'9" and 126 pounds, and breaststroke gold medalist Lily King is 5'9" and 155 pounds. Perhaps the difference between elite male and female swimmers is explained, not by sex, but by height, weight, or some combination of the two. One might query how Ledecky stacks up against male swimmers who weigh under 160 pounds. And such a division might have benefits for men, as well: perhaps talented men who are substantially shorter than athletes such as Phelps would benefit from the opportunity to compete in height divisions that pitted them against athletes-both male and female-more similar to them in stature.
At a minimum, the possibility of non-sex-based divisions is worth investigating. In many sports, from boxing to wrestling to UFC fighting to Olympic lifting to powerlifting, we already recognize and view as uncontroversial the inclusion of weight classes. Indeed, some other countries incorporate these factors in the rules for even the most mainstream sports-consider, for example, the Philippine Basketball Association, whose rules include a prohibition on "imports"-non Filipino playersover 6'9" tall during playoff games, and imports over 6'5" during playoffs for the Governor's Cup. 213 Examining whether non-sex mechanisms for creating divisions in other sports are actually more accurate will both improve the sport and avoid reinforcing the narrative that men are universally more physically capable than women.
Fourth, and finally, advocates of sports equality should ensure that emerging sports are created with thought and care. Nothing requires that American Ninja Warrior obstacles advantage either gender's particular athletic strengths. If it appears that a sport is designed in a way that tends to favor men, we should question whether that design actually serves the purpose of the sport. As we create new athletic endeavors, we have the opportunity either to recreate existing gender asymmetries or to call those asymmetries into question. If we care about gender equality, then our goal should be the latter. [VOL. 95:1251 Surely there will be resistance to these reforms. Tradition dies hard, and many will argue that we should not change sports purely because they wish to keep them the same. Indeed, it may be difficult for many people, even those dedicated to including women in sports and to gender equality more generally, to imagine the radical version of sex-desegregation I have described.
But that is precisely the point. At various points in our nation's history, it was unimaginable that women would vote with men, or attend college, or become lawyers, or own property, or serve in combat positions in the military, or hold elected office. Likewise, it was once unimaginable that men would stay at home with children, or otherwise take a supporting role to their wives' careers. Features of our society that today seem commonplace were once deemed radical as well. There is no reason to think that sports are different.
CONCLUSION
It is time to stop thinking of sports that women play as "women's sports." Indeed, it is time to stop thinking of sports that men play as "men's sports." Instead, we should devote our energies to thinking about what we want to encourage with athletic endeavors, and aim to design sports so as to best incorporate the athletes who play them.
